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1. Introduction
____________________________________________________________________________

This expedition plan outlines a whitewater packrafting trip on the Bheri and Seti Karnali
rivers in western Nepal that will serve as my capstone project for the Bachelor’s of Science in
the Expeditionary Studies program at SUNY Plattsburgh. While these rivers will count as my
own personal senior expedition, the trip in its entirety will also include the running of the Sun
Kosi river in eastern Nepal, and that plan can be found in a separate document authored by
Alex LaLonde as that segment will be serving as his capstone project for the same program.
Adventure travel expeditions give us the opportunity to
challenge ourselves physically, psychologically, and
technically as athletes but also socially, existentially, and
philosophically as human beings through cultural interactions
and the discovery of new experiences that deviate greatly
from our everyday life. In a single trip one can challenge all of
these aspects of the self and stimulate growth in ways that
seem unavailable on an everyday basis. I see this expedition
as the product of a myriad of personal inspirations and
aspirations, some very concrete and obvious, others more
abstract and less tangible which will be outlined in the
sections that follow.
Goals
1. To have a successful capstone project that demonstrates the cumulative education that I
have received in the SUNY Plattsburgh Expeditionary Studies program.
a. More specifically, to demonstrate the ability to plan, coordinate, and execute a
self-sufficient, technical paddlesports expedition in a foreign place.
2. To go on an expedition that challenges me physically, mentally, emotionally, and
artistically while exposing me to new people, places, culture, and experiences.
a. More specifically, I want this expedition to find the fine balance between being
within my own capabilities in which the risks can be managed appropriately yet at

the upper limit of what would still be appropriate so that it is still incredibly
challenging in the variety of ways outlined above.
3. To document the expedition extensively, experimenting in different mediums including
photography, film, sketching, and writing.
Objectives
1. To successfully complete the outlined packrafting route along the Seti Karnali and Bheri
rivers in Nepal.
2. To successfully produce a short film edit of at least 5 minutes in length documenting a
perspective of the trip.
3. To produce an informative post-trip report that will both inspire and aid others in doing a
similar trip.
Purpose
Geographically, Nepal was chosen with purpose and can be seen as the pairing of two
themes; my previous academic studies in philosophy and history combined with a drive to get
more exposure to foreign places with major cultural differences. This will be my second
bachelor’s degree with my first being a bachelor of arts in philosophy with a history minor from
SUNY Geneseo. Those two subjects go hand in hand and I believe that together they
compliment the Expeditionary Studies program at SUNY Plattsburgh very well. Although I am
not trying to become a philosophy or history professor, I am very adamant about using the
education I received and applying it meaningfully to my life. I studied those subjects because I
was interested in them; they inspired me, engaged me, and challenged me greatly. In SUNY
Geneseo’s philosophy program, there was an option to take many courses in the “eastern”
philosophies alongside the traditional western ones rooted in classical Greek and other
European thought. I loved the compare and contrast between the two categories and took every
class offered. I studied Hinduism, Buddhism, Taosim, and many other philosophies with not just
a historical lens but a modern analytical one that applied the philosophies to contemporary life.
I’m far from a serious practitioner but they peaked my interest greatly and I found myself
immersed in a world of thought so foreign and invigorating. Reading about places with these
philosophies and ideas is one matter, but to go and experience a place with these features right
there, in front of you currently and ingrained deeply within the history of the people, architecture,
landscapes, and other aspects of culture is another. To me, this is why the senior expedition is

such a grand opportunity- you can choose a venue for an expedition that not only challenges
yourself within an adventure sport discipline but also culturally, socially, and possibly
philosophically. For me, this element of diversity and cultural exposure will round out the
expedition in a holistic way, making it not just about personal achievement in sport, travel, and
academic education but also containing sociocultural and philosophical aspects concerning
other people, the world, and my place within it.
In another sense, this expedition also can
explained as the next progression in a successive
chain of expeditions that I have envisioned and
already begun. The preceding expedition was a
7-day packrafting trip on the River Dee in Scotland,
taking me and two others up high into the
Cairngorm Mountains in Scotland to find the source
of the River Dee and then paddling it down to the
Atlantic Ocean. This was a tester trip; a way for me
to get my hands on a real, high-quality packraft and
put it to sustained use without any objectives that
were too ambitious. The trip was a success and we saw how light and durable the rafts were,
how they held up in some whitewater, and how easy it was to link up mountains and rivers
together with them. After the trip, I was most excited about the ability to take them into slightly
more challenging river environments. Of particular
interest to me was Alpacka Raft’s “Alpackalypse”
model that was designed specifically for running
grade 4 whitewater. We saw one in person at the
rental hire and were able to inspect it in much
closer detail. At first I was still quite skeptical, as
many hardshell boaters are, but after seeing the full
thigh braces, rigid footbed, whitewater spraydeck,
edges and the ability to roll, as well as some great
photography and a video series from Luc Mehl
(thingstolucat.com) called, “Shut Up or Blow Up”, I
was immediately keen to explore the possibilities of
a whitewater expedition using packrafts. This expedition on the Bheri and Seti Karnali rivers

(and Sun Kosi river in Alex’s) succeeds my previous Scottish packrafting expedition in that it is
more demanding technically, physically, and logistically. We will be paddling much harder water,
sustaining ourselves for much longer durations, and actually be put in “go or no go” decision
making situations when scouting rapids.
Success with this expedition will lead to even more
ambitions, specifically adding more remote places and more
diverse uses of packrafts to the list. Along with the
paddlesports track, Alex and I have also been following the
climbing track within the SUNY Plattsburgh expeditionary
studies program and blogs such as Republic of Doom and
other inspirational packrafters like Roman Dial, have us
thinking to the future with ambitions that will utilize packrafts for
uses other than whitewater river running. We have already
begun to brainstorm and plan trips that combine packrafts with
canyoneering, rock climbing, biking, and ultralight backpacking.
Within Nepal, I narrowed our expedition down to the
Bheri River and the Seti Karnali because they are the most
appropriate rivers to paddle considering our goals and
objectives. Firstly, both rivers meet our grading requirement in terms of technical whitewater.
The Bheri river has received a difficulty grading of 3+(4-); meaning the predominant difficulty
overall on the river as a whole gets a 3+ but there are a few rapids deserving of a 4-. The Seti
Karnali received a grading in 3+(4+), with the same explanation for each number and symbol,
respectively. Recently, Alex and I have both been paddling up to grade 4/4+ locally here in the
Adirondacks. We have also watched a plethora of video from some of the rivers listed in the
guidebook and cross-referencing them with the guidebook’s grading and water levels. Based on
our observations, the grading a 3+(4+) should be well within our limits for an expedition. Nearly
all rapids can be portaged as well, so anything uncomfortable can be walked around with proper
planning. Committing sections with gorges can be walked around before entering and the
gorges on the trip never exceed 3+. The only 4+ graded rapids are on the Seti Karnali and can
scouted and portaged with ease. Many paddlers and rafters actually put in just below these
where the river stays at 3+ and below from then on. This is a viable option.

Secondly, the rivers meet our time requirements, with the Bheri river needing 5 days on
the river paddling and the Seti Karnali rating 6. With time spent trekking and traveling between
the two, the expedition will meet the length requirement set by EXP436.
Lastly, both rivers have gotten amazing praise in terms of wildlife and scenery, both
earning 3/3 stars in the guidebook for animal life and scenery and 2/3 stars in whitewater
quality. The Bheri river has been described as, “an interesting and ideal trip for the intermediate
kayaker wanting to do a self-sufficient ‘expedition’ for the first time” (Knowles and Clarkson-King
266); “One of the most scenic rivers in Nepal with golden cliffs, green jungle, crystal clear green
water; white beaches, excellent fishing, good bird watching; coupled with a powerful current and
sparkling rapids of moderate difficulty” (Knowles and Clarkson-King 265); and finally, “The
jungle scenery must be the best in Nepal, quiet and unspoilt” (Knowles and Clarkson-King 265).
Likewise, the Seti Karnali has been positively praised by Franck Donzel, an establishing river
runner of Nepal, saying, “This isn’t the hardest river in Nepal but perhaps it’s the most beautiful”
(Knowles and Clarkson-King 255). Another description from the guidebook reads, “Those who
have done the river talk about blue-green water, gleaming white beaches, green jungle-clad
valley sides - just superb scenery, beautiful campsites and an excellent ‘away from it all’ river
trip” (Knowles and Clarkson-King 256). These descriptions make them irresistible rivers to
explore.

2. Literature Review
____________________________________________________________________________
Current State of Nepal
In the most recent decades, Nepal has endured economic hardship, a Maoist uprising
and civil war, the collapse of centuries-lasting monarchy, and the creation of a democratic
republic. These hardships, however, are in many ways not as harsh as the geologic challenges
it has faced with massive earthquakes on April 25 and May 12, 2015. These earthquakes killed
over 8,500 people and destroyed many major parts of the country’s infrastructure. Economically,
this disaster has cost Nepal nearly $10 billion USD which is nearly half of Nepal’s GDP. Socially,
the country has thousands of families that lost loved ones and even more that were left
homeless. Tourism directly employs 4% of the population and nearly 10% of Nepal’s GDP is
produced in this industry. The earthquakes put a lot of tourism on hold, further devastating
Nepal’s economy (Mayhew et al. 9458/11527).
Aside from the recent earthquakes, Nepal is also still recovering from the legacy of a civil
war, marked by a decade of armed conflict. Kathmandu’s population boomed during the civil
war and the city now experiences electricity shortages regularly. Communist and Congress
political parties have fought each other back and forth politically since the end of war and have
resulted in six failed governments in six years (Mayhew et al. 9399-9437/11527).
Nepal by the Numbers
Population: ~31 million
Country Size: 147,181 Square Kilometers
Life Expectancy: 67 years
Adult Literacy: 57%
Gross National Income: USD $730 per capita
Average Age: 23
Religious Breakdown: 81% Hindu, 9% Buddhist, 4% Muslim, 3% Kirant, 3% Other
Population Density: 210 people / sq km (for reference the U.S. has 30 people / sq km)
(Mayhew et al. 9449-9456/11527)
Urban Population: 17%
Rural Population: 83%
(Rose et al.)
**See appendix B for more**

Geography and Geology
Nepal is only about the size of Idaho but
contains some of the world’s tallest mountains and
lush steamy jungles. This stark contrast in
landscape can be understood as being the
meeting point between the Indian subcontinent
and the high plateau lands of Asia (Mayhew et
al.).
Running parallel to the southern boundary
with India is a strip of lowland plain called the
Terai. The capital of Nepal is Kathmandu, located
just slightly east of central Nepal. The country is
landlocked, with China and Tibet to the north,
India to the west and south, and Bhutan and
Bangladesh to the east. Being sandwiched
between two massive countries has made Nepal take up a general foreign policy of doing
whatever it takes to stay autonomous and not be absorbed (Rose et al.).
One of many amazing features of Nepal is the relief. About 75% of the country is
covered by mountains and the entire country is often divided into 4 main belts that each extend
east to west and are separated north to south (Rose et al.). The first is called the Terai, a flat,
fertile land bordering India. The second is the Churia foothills and Inner Terai zone that extend
to the third belt- the Mahabharat Range. The final is the Great Himalayas, rising to more than
29,000 feet in some places and home to some of the world’s tallest mountains (Rose et al.).
Nepal’s water system can
be divided into three major river
systems- the Kosi, the Gandaki
(Narayani) and the Karnali. These
three systems generally run
southward, draining from the
mountains in the north (Rose et
al.). They travel through massive
valleys and gorges, often with

thousands of feet on either side. On our expedition we will be paddling within the Kosi and
Karnali river systems (we may paddle in the Gandaki system as well if we choose to paddle the
Trisuli as a warm up upon arrival). In the upper reaches of the rivers where the rivers run
through mountainous regions, there is very little issues with flooding, however lower on the
Tarai, serious, irregular flooding can be a problem (Rose et al.).
Climate
Nepal has a unique climate determined by its latitude combined with its unique altitudinal
features. Each of the four geographical belts can be characterized individually with unique
climates as well. The Tarai have subtropical monsoon conditions while the Churia foothills (at
elevations of about 4,000-7,000 feet) have a warm temperate climate (Rose et al.). As one
moves further in elevation and more northward through the geographic belts, it gets cooler and
the mountains begin to dominate the climate more and more. Altitudes between 14,000-16,000
feet have an alpine climate and places above 16,000 feet have ice and snow all year round,
staying in freezing temperatures consistently (Rose et al.).
The History of Nepal
Prehistory Through the “Middle Period”
Nepal’s prehistory begins with the Newar- the indigenous people of the Kathmandu
Valley. There are both Buddhist and Brahmanic Hindu versions of the oral histories. Both of
these are used indiscriminately at festivals and in many ways this is a “tribute to the remarkable
synthesis that has been achieved in Nepal between the two related but divergent value systems
(Mayhew et al.).
The famous character Gautama Buddha is said to have been born in Lumbini, Southern
Nepal. Not much is known factually but there is evidence of very early Buddhist influence with
Buddhist writings inscribed on a famous column at Lumbini dating to the 3rd century BCE. In the
Nepal Valley (today’s Kathmandu Valley) a series of dynasties rose to power beginning in the
4th or 5th century CE (Rose et al.). The first was major dynasty was that of Licchavi, a ruling
high-caste family from India. This set a precedent for Hindu kings claiming high-caste Indian
origin ruling over the Nepal Valley which was neither Indo-Aryan nor Hindu. Interestingly, the
Licchavi Hindu rulers never imposed Brahmanic social codes or values on their non-Hindu
subjects- perhaps setting such a precedent so early in their history explains how both cultural
value systems coexist so well today (Rose et al.) Writings from the Licchavi dynasty document

extensive cultural and political relations and trade across the Himalayas with a Tibetan kingdom
as well as China through the mid-7th century (Rose et al.) After the Licchavi kings came the
Malla dynasty which did begin to impose more rigid Hindu-based legal and social codes. This
dynasty ruled from the 10th to 18th century. One Malla ruler, Yaksa Malla, divided the kingdom
between his three sons which temporarily created three states- Kathmandu, Patan, and
Bhaktpur. Soon other states developed in the surrounding hills but still all were ruled by
high-caste Indian families (Rose et al.).
In the early 18th century, the Gurkha state, ruled by the Shah family, began to assert
more power in the hills and pose a challenge to the Nepal Valley. Eventually, the Mallas
dynasty, weathered down from familial issues, disloyalties and vast economic problems, lost
power to the Gurkha’s and in 1769, the Shah family named Kathmandu the capital, thus
creating the foundations for the modern state of Nepal that we recognize today (Rose et al.).
Modern Nepal- Politics and Government to 1950
From about 1775 to 1950 Nepal’s political scheme was dominated by an ongoing
tension between the royal family and many noble families. In 1777, the Shah dynasty weakened
centralized control as a two successive kings ruled as minors (Rose et al.). The noble families
around them competed for power and political influence over the young kings. In 1806, the
Thapa family came out victorious until they lost power in 1837. Nearly a decade later, in 1846,
the Rana family took even more complete control, forcing the Shah ruler to an exclusively
symbolic position with no real direct political power (Rose et al.). In summary, until 1950, the
Nepalese political scene was dominated with familial loyalties being stronger than that to the
crown or nation. The characters may have changed over time but the story was essentially the
same- one family ruled with the king as a figurehead and all of the lesser noble families either
took up positions within that family’s government administration or were conspiring to overthrow
them (Rose et al.).
Modern Nepal- External Relations to 1950
The present boundaries of Nepal are the legacy of a series of Shah rulers (from
1742-1956) that attempted to unify all of the surrounding hills with the central Himalayan state
(Rose et al.). This attempt was nearly successful but the modern borders were brought back in
slightly due to the results of wars with China and Tibet (1788-1792), with the Sikhs of Punjab
(1809) and British India (1814-1816) (Rose et al.).

The British taking over of India in the 19th century alarmed the Nepalese as they
expected to become yet another victim of British rule. The Rana family was able to gain
acceptable terms with the British after 1860, which entailed that the British would be able to
recruit Nepalese to be in the Gurkha units of the British military as well as be given “foreign
policy advice”. In exchange, the British allowed the Rana family to rule domestic affairs however
it wished and also vowed to preserve the Rana regime against foreign and domestic threats
(Rose et al.).
With the independence of India in 1947, the Ranas became vulnerable, losing their
powerful western ally. In 1950, Nepalese rebels, influenced by the Indian nationalist movement
and with aid from the royal family, they launched a revolution that reinstated the crown as the
dominant political force and established the Nepali Congress party as the strongest political
party within the new government (Rose et al.).
Modern Nepal- 1950 to Present
The Nepali Congress showed great hope in establishing a democratic political system in
Nepal, however, it was hard to build such an infrastructure in a place where autocratic rule had
been the precedent for literally all of time. In 1959 a constitution was ratified with popular
elections following soon after with members of the Nepali Congress having a sweeping victory.
The king at the time, Mahendra, dismissed the government and in December 1960 imprisoned
the party’s leaders and abolishing the new constitution by 1962. Mahendra’s heir, Birendra, tried
to keep his father’s “nonparty” system afloat but it proved difficult and in 1979 announced that a
national referendum would be held to choose to stay as a “nonparty” system or change to a
parliamentary one. In 1980 supporters of the nonparty system won by a narrow margin
55%-45%. Seeing this, King Birendra, made the decision to retain the 1962 constitution that had
been abolished and to instate a direct popular election of the National Assembly. He also
allowed parties to exist again and although it was still a “nonparty” system, candidates often ran
openly using their political party titles (Rose et al.).
Despite the efforts of the king to satisfy his country, leftist and centrist radicals
demanded more political reform. Protests and strikes ensued nationwide resulting in King
Birendra lifting the formal ban on political parties and “appointed a coalition interim government
headed by the president of the National Congress, K.S. Bhattarai, but also including the
moderate faction of the communist movement, the United Leftist Front” (Rose et al.). The
objectives of this interim government group were, “to maintain law and order, develop a

multiparty system on the basis of constitutional monarchy, draft a new constitution, and hold
general elections to a parliament” (Rose et al.). Just a year later all of these objectives had been
achieved with surprisingly good success despite the vastly differing views of the coalition. In
November of 1990, the new constitution was finally agreed upon after much debate and general
elections were held in May of 1991 (Rose et al.).
This new government met great social and economic challenges and since 1990, Nepal
has been quite unstable. Unsatisfied with the generally National Congress-run government,
Maoist rebel groups emerged in Nepal during the 1990’s and at the turn of the century they
posed a serious threat to the modern government, plunging the country into civil war (Rose et
al.). In 2006, the United Nations mediated a peace treaty between the Maoist rebels and the
Nepalese government until a new constitution would be written by another interim government,
run by the prime minister, would also decide the role of the monarchy. In December of 2007, the
monarchy was finally dissolved and elections were to be held in 2008. The Unified Communist
Party of Nepal (the new Maoist party name) won most of the seats in the assembly and in July
2008 a leader of the National Congress, Ram Baran Yadav, was elected as the first president.
The prime minister was then elected from a the Maoist party, however there were issues as the
prime minister tried to create a coalition government that failed and thus he resigned quickly.
Parliament could not agree on a suitable replacement for some time, resulting in a series of
switches until 2014 when Sushil Koirala of the National Congress took office (Rose et al.). After
only two months of being in power, the administration had to react to the massive avalanche
that killed 26 Sherpas on Everest and the following protests from the people and families of that
region. More natural disasters such as landslides killing 156, floods killing 102, and a series of
blizzards killing many trekkers in the Annapurna region led to great criticism of the new
government (Rose et al.). Relentlessly, the natural systems of Earth struck again on April 25,
2015, with Nepal receiving one of the most intense earthquakes in its history. Measured at 7.8,
the earthquake caused widespread death, injury, and destruction of infrastructure. The quake
triggered avalanches, killing 19 more on Everest and aftershocks followed soon including
another massive quake rated at 7.3. Between the two quakes 9,000 were killed and 16,800
were injured (Rose et al.).
History of Adventure Travel and Tourism in Nepal
Adventure travel and tourism in Nepal first began with a boom of trekking following the
first expeditions to the base of Mt. Everest (American expedition in 1950 and a British one in

1951). The first official trekker in Nepal was Bill Tilman who received permission from the king in
1949 to go on treks around the Kali Gandaki River, Helambu, and Everest (Mayhew et al.
9476/11527). Strangely, the first hotel in Nepal which served as the major meeting place for
climbers and trekkers from 1950 through 1971, was established by a Russian ballet dancer and
club owner named Boris Lissannivich. One of the members of Tilman’s first trekking expeditions
was Colonel James Roberts and he noticed the potential for trekking as commercial tourism in
Nepal. In 1965 he took a group of women to the Khumbu
region of Nepal and founded Mountain Travel, Nepal’s first
ever guided trekking company. The entire adventure travel
industry in Nepal was then built with the model founded by
Roberts (Mayhew et al. 9467/11527). Today, there are over
650 registered trekking companies and plenty more mountain
and river guiding companies (Mayhew et al.).
The Maoist uprising in the 2000’s did affect the tourism
industry as many remote parts of Nepal became essentially
off-limits and substantially more dangerous. With the
government being much more stable now, this problem has
subsided (Mayhew et al.). The major earthquake coupled with
many terrible blizzards in 2015, however, scared a lot of
tourists and greatly impacted Nepal in general. A record
number of Sherpas died on Everest that year with additionally many more trekker fatalities from
blizzards (Mayhew et al.). The tourism industry (especially with respect to porters working on big
mountain expeditions) is a controversial subject. Much can be said about the topic and there
certainly are some injustices currently in the industry. Though it isn’t representative of the entire
adventure tourism industry, Grayson Schaffer illustrates the tragedies that often result in the
highly demanding industry, saying, “For more than a century, Western climbers have hired
Nepal’s Sherpas to do the most dangerous work on Mount Everest. It’s a lucrative way of life in
a poor region, but no service industry in the world so frequently kills and maims its workers for
the benefit of paying clients. The dead are often forgotten, and their families left with nothing but
ghosts” (Schaffer).

River Running
Historically, swimming was not a widely known skill in Nepal resulting in a general fear of
rivers, especially whitewater rivers. Thus the first real river runners were Westerners that arrived
in the late 1960’s (Knowles and Clarkson-King 67). Two unknown French men are said to have
come to Nepal and descended parts of the Sun Kosi in 1968. Soon after, a German named Kurt
Jorguestein ran the Sun Kosi and Trisuli rivers. Around the same time, two Americans, Teri and
Chris Bech, ran parts of the Upper Sun Kosi. As popularity grew, more and more people came
to explore the rivers, resulting in the entire Trisuli to be run from Trisuli Bazar to Chitwan by
1976 (Knowles and Clarkson-King 67).
River exploration was also conducted by Al Read, a mountaineer working at the
American Embassy. He started in 1973, using river exploration as an alternative to climbing and
trekking. As he explored more and more he realized there was massive commercial potential
and he created the first commercial river rafting company in Asia: Himalayan River Expeditions.
Read employed Mike Yager, an American river guide, to manage the company and train
Nepalese in river running (Knowles and Clarkson-King 67). He selected 8 men after a
try-out-style application process and began training them which included traveling to America to
experience rivers there. Soon other rafting companies sprouted up, bringing in many guides
from different parts of the world. Interestingly, this resulted in the Himalayan river running scene
becoming rich in cultural exchange and international expertise (Knowles and Clarkson-King 67).
Expeditions soon became more
abundant. In 1973 a team of Czech kayakers
attempted parts of the Dudh Kosi and in 1976
a British team led by Dr. Mike Jones ran the
river (Knowles and Clarkson-King 67). The
British expedition was documented brilliantly
in the film, Dudh Kosi: Kayaking Down
Everest (1977) by Leo Dickinson. It can be
watched for free online and was not only
documenting a brilliant expedition but also
was a major benchmark in adventure film
development, employing modern film techniques and cutting edge technology like big
waterproof cameras strapped to the kayaks (Dickinson). In 1975, Major Bashford Snell led a
Trisuli expedition that resulted in him breaking his nose in a rapid. Additionally in the 1980’s, the

Indian Navy did a descent of the Kali Gandaki, a British team attempted a kayak descent of the
Marsyandi, and Bruce Mason led a descent of the famous Karnali river (Knowles and
Clarkson-King 67). These trips established Nepal as a premier river destination for rafting and
kayaking alike.

3. Design and Methodology
____________________________________________________________________________

Travel Method
For this expedition, Alex and I have chosen
packrafts as our primary travel method and river
running craft. Specifically, we have chosen the
“Alpackalypse” made by Alpacka Raft. This specific
model is the company’s whitewater-specific craft. On
the Alpacka Raft website, it is described as “the most
advanced and whitewater capable packraft ever
designed” (“Alpackalypse”, Alpacka Raft). It was
designed specifically with advanced whitewater in
mind.
Its unique rockered hull and 10” 400-denier
Vectran tubes result in incredible rigidity and
durability in heavy whitewater. Additionally, knee
cups and an adjustable foot brace combined with the
hull design allow the employment of whitewater
kayaking techniques such as edging and rolling. The
raft alone weighs 7 lbs 2 oz. and fully kitted-out it
comes to 12 lbs (“Alpackalypse”, Alpacka Raft).
While this is much heavier than the Alpacka Raft I
used on my expedition in Scotland, this boat is still
vastly lighter than a plastic whitewater boat counterpart. For example, the Pyranha Burn III, a
classic boat used in many whitewater environments, weighs in at 43.2 lbs (“Burn III”, P
 yranha)
without additional outfittings or a spray deck (the weight of 12 lbs for the Alpackalypse includes
the weight of the raft-specific spray deck).
In many ways, this trip is a sampler for using these rafts in a variety of more advanced
whitewater environments for sustained periods of time. We have chosen rivers commonly run by
kayaks, usually as a raft-supported expedition. Some ambitious kayakers go unsupported,
opting for minimalist kit, however, long approaches often require the aid of porters and logistics

requires specific transportation needs. Driving with kayaks is already annoying but flying with
them is even more difficult and costly. For us, the
packraft philosophy of being able to move light and
fast extends into these parts of our expedition. We
will be able to solve many logistical issues and
avoid renting boats by being able to literally walk on
our flights with our boats, paddles, and full kit
without any special airline treatment or extra fees.
Additionally, when in-country, we will be able to
travel on local buses with all of our expedition kit,
supplies, and boats in our rucksacks. This will be a
major advantage when moving from place to place,
especially to and from put-ins and take-outs.
Ultimately, we hope that the boats will make
this style of expedition much more enjoyable and
after this trip, we will already have the boats and equipment to go do similar objectives in other
places- all we would need is some supplies and a plane ticket.
Proposed Itinerary
The expedition does not have set dates yet but will probably take place from the last
week of October to the last week of November. This is the ideal month for whitewater paddling
in Nepal considering our goals and objectives (Knowles and Clarkson-King 69). Dates will be
finalized as plane ticket purchasing is completed.
Tentative Plan:
●

Day 1: Kathmandu, arrive, orient ourselves, locate supplies/etc.

●

Day 2: Sort out travel info/supplies cont’d
○

Purchase 3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners for river

●

Day 3-5: Warm up on rivers (poss. Seti or Trisuli, etc.)

●

Day 6: Travel back to Kathmandu, resupply specific for Sun Kosi
○

Purchase 9 breakfasts, 9 lunches, and 9 dinners for river

●

Day 7: Travel to Khadichaur (Sun Kosi put-in)

●

Day 7-14: Running Sun Kosi River

○

See Alex Lalonde’s S
 enior Expedition Proposal for details on each day.

●

Day 15: Travel to Chitwan National Park

●

Day 16: Chitwan National Park
○

●

Rest/relax/recuperate, check out safari or trekking.

Day 17: Travel to Pokhara, resupply for 5 days of river travel on Bheri River
○

Purchase 6 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 6 dinners for the river

●

Day 18: Travel to Devisthal, Bheri River put-in

●

Day 19-23: Paddle Bheri river to Chisapani/Bardiya National Park
○

Day 19: Put-In at Devisthal, run Gorge One (3+), camp at Pabitra Bazaar

○

Day 20: Run Gorge 2 (3+), camp at Ramghat (just after Surkhet Road
Bridge)

○

Day 21: Run Gorge 3 (3+), camp at Ranighat
■

5km into run, a couple 4- graded rapid and 1 that “might be a class
4” (Knowles and Clarkson-King 267).

○

Day 22: Run Gorge 4 (3+), camp at Jamu (long suspension bridge)

○

Day 23: Last rapid into the Karnali confluence, down the gorge (2) into
Chisapani

●

Day 24: Resupply at Chisapani, transport up to Gopghat or Deura, Seti-Karnali
put-ins
○

Purchase 6 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 6 dinners for the river

○

Note: Transport to Deura is preferable- “from Deura the river is mainly 3+
with the occasional class 4 drop (Knowles and Clarkson-King 257)”. We
would love to paddle this section, however, there is one rapid worth
worrying about- “The Funnel”. This nasty rapid is rated at 4+ and is
particularly warned as, “a nasty rapid just after the suspension bridge and
before Saili Gad...feeds you into an undercut centre” (Knowles and
Clarkson-King 257). From here it is 3-4 to Gopghat.

○

We have the option to look at a lof of these from the trail beside the river
and can run things we want and portage those we don’t. Ultimately we
could also follow the trail down to Gopghat to just start from there if we
wanted.

●

Day 25-29: Running Seti-Karnali River to Chisapani
○

Day 25: Deura rapids, either paddle or walk, camp at Gopghat.

○

Day 26: Paddle from Gopghat to Dipayal. Get out, scout “Les Assomoirs”
(4+) rapid and either paddle or walk. It is right below the road bridge so
very easy to take out prior. Paddle the rest of the section (3+) down to
Budhi Ganga / Gandi Gad and camp.

○

Day 27: Paddle section (3) down to confluence with Karnali River. Camp
just below that.

●

○

Day 28: Paddle down to confluence with Todal Ghat, set up camp.

○

Day 29: Todal Ghat to Chisapani

Day 30: Travel to Bardiya National Park
○

Rest/relax/recuperate, check out safari or trekking

●

Day 31: Travel back to Kathmandu

●

Day 32-40 : Sightseeing/trekking around Kathmandu
○

Although the time we have budgeted for transportation/resupply/etc.
should be adequate, we feel that adding a full extra week will account for
various potential problems. The expedition is long and there are countless
variables that could arise and cost us extra time. We want to ensure that
we never feel rushed to get off the river to avoid heuristic traps and be
able to confidently finish both senior expeditions. In addition, with
whatever days we have left over, we can go trekking, sight-seeing, or
grab some more stock footage for a potential short film edit.

The maps below are from Nepal River Runner (http://nepalriverrunner.com/about-us/), a raft and
kayak company based out of Kathmandu. The graphics roughly illustrate our routes of the Seti
Karnali and Bheri rivers and thus provide a helpful visualization of our trips. Alternatively, links to
all of the topos in 1:25,000/1:50,000 can be found in Appendix B.

Bheri River:

Seti-Karnali River:

Physical Preparation
Alex and I will be following a whitewater kayaking physical training plan when we are
together in Scotland, working as kayak and canoe instructors in June and July. This program
will become solidified into our daily routine there and then followed individually after that up until
just before the beginning of our expedition. The plan is based on the S
 trong, Swift, Durable,
Whitewater Pre-Season Plan (copyrighted and thus, not posted here). In addition to the
sport-specific training, we will be continuing our normal routines of ice/rock climbing and
paddling as well.
Our main concern is not overall strength in general but rather our physical endurance.
We have never run rivers that require this many days of straight paddling in a row. We know we
will be worked quite hard physically and thus our training will focus on building up our physical
endurance to handle hard paddling for the majority of each day for many weeks.
Alex and I have somewhat standard diets for college students. In preparation for the trip,
we have identified that we will be eating a lot of dhal; a lentil dish, while on expedition. We feel
that beginning to prepare and eat lentils on a regular basis in the two months prior to the
expedition could make things easier on our bodies.
Technical Preparation
Technical preparation is one of the largest pre-trip portions for us and this is a major
reason for planning the expedition nearly a full year in advance. This gives us ample time to
prepare appropriately, especially with our packrafts. The crux to being able to prepare
appropriately will be purchasing our packrafts prior to the paddling season begins in 2017. We
have to get into the pool to practice our rolls with packrafts (which will be slightly different from
kayak) as early as possible and then get boating as soon as the rivers allow it.
Over the course of spring and summer 2017, we will be testing out various load carrying
systems and clothing systems to use to minimize bulk and weight for packrafting. We will test
our systems and gear during multi-day whitewater trips on the Saranac and Ausable West
Branch here in New York and possibly go to the Kennebec and Penobscot in Maine to test
further. as regular testing grounds. In the summer, Alex and I are working together in Scotland
where we can packraft on rivers there, continuing to hone our systems. Andy Toop, a very
experienced packrafter I met on my last trip, is also based in the Cairngorms of Scotland and we
would reach out to him to get some trips together. The additional perspective may help us
innovate new packrafting kit techniques/ideas. In addition, he is great with photography and

video, which could help greatly. The main objective is to get as much whitewater mileage as
possible in the Alpackalypses. In addition to running some classic rivers like the Etive and the
Tummel, our employment will have us living virtually next to the whitewater slalom course at
Grandtully, on the River Tay, which will be a perfect training ground before or after work each
day.
We will also be continuing our professional development as coaches and instructors in
paddlesports. This will include another American Canoe Association Instructor Development
Workshop and Instructor Certification Workshop (IDW-ICW) course through SUNY Plattsburgh
in the spring and possibly a British Canoeing whitewater kayaking 4-star training this summer.
Finally, aside from our technical paddling skills Alex and I will be participation in a
whitewater rescue course. We have a foundation of rescue knowledge already having taken
multiple whitewater kayaking courses at SUNY Plattsburgh and Alex also being a raft guide but
we feel that dialing in our technical rescue skills will be imperative to being prepared for
paddling in a place so different from where we are used to and a formal class dedicated to
response and rescue on whitewater is of paramount importance. If we cannot logistically
participate (which has been our biggest obstacle) in a formal course through a notable provider
we will be doing informal courses with our work staff supervisors in Scotland which includes a
British Canoeing Level 5 Coach and two Level 3 Coaches with Advanced Water Endorsements.
Though not an official certification, we know that these mentors will ensure we have the proper
skills needed in case of an emergency.
Budget
**See attached budget spreadsheet in Appendix D for full budget**
Outline
This expedition is quite costly on an individual level- another reason we are planning a
full year in advance. One advantage we have is that Alex and I can either combine or separate
our expeditions when it helps us and market it as one month-long expedition or two independent
ones. In addition, all of our costs are essentially the same and all of the same kit will be used for
both expeditions (and subsequent ones in other places afterwards) so any financial help we get
or discounts we receive will be helpful for both expeditions and any after that.

Gear Costs
If we receive no discount from Alpacka, the rafts will cost us $2,000 each. We will also
both need 4-piece whitewater paddles which retail for $300 and split a spare 4-piece with is
around $180. Luckily, the lush subtropical environment will allow for tarp camping and drytops
with boardshorts rather than full on dry suits. We plan on making some purchases from
Mountain Safety Research (MSR) to streamline our camping gear and create a very lightweight
and clean system. This is negligible costs comparatively to other expenses with our AMGA
discount. We will also have some expenses for packrafting-specific gear like shoes we can trek
and paddle in as well as frameless packs.
Travel Costs
Plane tickets are looking to be just under $900 but that is if we book them in the next
couple months. Tickets easily can get up to $1,200 depending on how close to the trip we book
them. This will be the largest of our travel expenses. Aside from that, the guidebook
recommends budgeting $15 per person per day for a kayak expedition for food and
inner-country travel. Thus, we have budgeted $600 for travel and food in-country. Our
expedition costs will probably be less because we won’t have to pay for boats to go up on roofs
and we are, in general, frugal people.
Grants, Other Funding Resources
We will be funding this expedition primarily with money saved up from working. As
college students with very low incomes and plenty of other expenses, we are hoping to
supplement our savings with money from scholarships, grants, donations and gear discounts.
Below is a list of grants and other funding resources we will applying to or attempting to obtain.
1. SUNY Plattsburgh Applied Learning Grant- Application Due April 1, 2017
●

Provide financial support to under- or unpaid learning experiences and/or offset direct
expenses. Funding is made available by the support of the SUNY Plattsburgh College
Foundation and administered by the Career Development Center.

2. The Laurence Soroka and Cerise Oberman Expeditionary Studies Endowment, SUNY
Plattsburgh, 2017

●

Applied through the Expeditionary Studies Department with the completion of this
proposal.

3. Hobkey Adventure Grant
●

http://www.hobkey.com/grant/

●

Deadline should be May 1, 2017

4. The Adventure Fund (Sidetracked Magazine)
●

Deadline April 1st, 2017

●

http://www.theadventurefund.com/application/

5. The Neil Mackenzie Trust
●

https://theneilmackenzietrust.wordpress.com/fundraising/home/

6. The Timmissartok Foundation
●

http://www.timmissartok.com/

Logistics
Travel to/from:
Entering the country is easiest by air travel. Currently, the plan is to fly into Kathmandu
airport. Pokhara is another option that if better priced we can also use as our transportation hub.
The river guidebook states that accommodation is very easy to secure in these towns when you
arrive there, because the tourism business is so big. Hostel-like accommodations are what we
will be looking for, which are noted to be priced between $5-$12 per person per night. Places in
this price range will have access to hot water, flush toilets, a clean room/bed sheets, and usually
a restaurant downstairs and a form of laundry service. Incredible value (Knowles and
Clarkson-King 20).
With that being said, we will fly into either Kathmandu or Pokhara and ask our taxi driver
for recommendations on where to stay- apparently this is the best way to get the nicest rooms
for the least cost. The guidebook says that new places are always popping up so it’s the taxi
drivers that actually know best. “Pre-paid” taxis from the Kathmandu airport into the main tourist
accommodation area, called Thamel (about 5km) is $8 (Knowles and Clarkson-King 22).

We have budgeted an extra week of time between the ending of our last river trip and
our flight home in case in-country logistics are halted or slowed for whatever reason. Extra days
left over can be used to go trekking/exploring.
Travel In and Around Nepal:
Traveling within Nepal there are a few options: local buses, night buses, taxis, private
minibuses. Buses and taxis can get you anywhere close to a road in Nepal. Night buses will be
cheapest and smoothest but taxis will get us to stranger locations outside of the big hubs. Taxis
can also be paid daily meaning you essentially are renting the vehicle but get a driver too!
(Knowles and Clarkson-King 75).
Food and Supplies
Cooking will be done predominantly on a camp stove while on expedition. MSR stoves
are the standard for expeditions here because of what fuel is available- kerosene. Stoves,
cartridges, and kerosene can be purchased at any of the major hubs like Kathmandu and
Pokhara (Knowles and Clarkson-King 81). We want to use as much food as we can from Nepal.
This will lighten our plane luggage and also immerse us a little more- forcing us to eat more
local foods and go into shops. Kathmandu and Pokhara are said to have everything one needs
for an expedition whether it’s raft-supported or something requiring lightweight foods (Knowles
and Clarkson-King 80-82).
We have set supply runs in Kathmandu for the Sun Kosi and Pokhara for the Bheri
rivers. These will provide us with plenty of options. The Seti Karnali may be more limited as we
will only be able to resupply in Chisapani and Dipayal but between the two towns we should be
able to get plenty of rice, dal, sugar and various other foods. Conveniently, this will also be our
last river trip so we should have a good idea of what’s going to be available for us (Knowles and
Clarkson-King 80-82). If we don’t believe we will be able to get ample supplies, we will pack out
the extra days of food with us onto the Bheri and bring them with us to the Seti Karnali. This
shouldn’t be an issue as the Sun Kosi is the same duration as the Bheri and Set Karnali put
together as well so we will have already done a river trip with that much food and fuel.
Extra Gear and Supplies
Extra gear and supplies for traveling (ie. duffel bags) will be stored at guesthouses.
Johnny Ward is a world traveler with extensive information concerning backpacking/traveling

around Nepal. He says, “Any guesthouse in Kathmandu will happily store any gear you don’t
want to carry whilst trekking, this is almost always a free service.” (Ward)
Contingency Plans
There are various rivers that could be run instead of the rivers that we are on if the water
levels are too high or we deem the grade too hard for our abilities. I believe this to be quite
unlikely but the rivers listed below can be run in lieu of the Bheri and Seti Karnali:
●

The Mahakali: Grade 3(4) from Jauljibi to Boom/Tanakpur
○

4-6 days on the river, 2-4 day trip to put-in from Kathmandu

○

The river is described as an “easy Sun Kosi” and is a popular stress free raft
supported trip for introductory groups (Knowles and Clarkson-King 250).

○

Running the river on the Nepali side of the border would consist of taking a 2-day
bus ride from Kathmandu to Baitadi which is about $20. The take out is just after
the Chure Hills and then is a 4-hour walk to Mahendranagar where buses are
available for travel to major hubs (Knowles and Clarkson-King 251).

○

One major hazard- The Chuka Rapid (4/4+), usually portaged. This is located
after the sharp western turn of the river just after Pancheswar and the confluence
with the Ramganga (Knowles and Clarkson-King 252).

●

Lower Buri Gandaki into the Trisuli: Trek from Gorkha Bisauni, Paddling Grade 3- from
Arughat to Benighat, Benighat to Narayanghat (3+)

●

○

1-2 day trek, 4 days on the river, 1-2 day travel from Kathmandu

○

Relatively easy paddling until Trisuli section, very popular river.

In addition, if it is the packrafts that fail for whatever reason and we cannot do the
expedition with them, we will be able to rent kayaks in-country and run the same rivers
that way. There are plenty of outfitters with kayak hires available in the areas of
Kathmandu and Pokhara such as: GRG Adventure Kayaking
(http://www.grgadventurekayaking.com/) and Hardcore Nepal
(http://hardcorenepal.com/nepal-kayaking/kayak-hire/).

Ethical Considerations
Expedition Team Members
Currently, the only other team member is Alex Lalonde. The expedition as a whole has
been our vision and both of us are committed to making it happen. Although we would prefer to

have a third member, it is difficult to find another person willing to make such big time and
financial commitment that also has the required technical abilities. Ideally having this additional
partner would be better in that we could set more safety on the two 4+ rapids- “The Funnel” and
“Les Assomoires” but if we go as just the two of us we may just portage. In addition, having a
third person would make any injuries or illnesses easier to be dealt with.
Alex has been kayaking a bit longer than me and in a lot of ways was an early mentor of
mine. Although his skills are more advanced due to more experience I know that ethically we
both understand what we are getting into and because of our close relationship we have
decided to make all of our decisions together. While each segment of the expedition are
technically different members’ senior expeditions on paper, when on expedition, we plan to see
it as one long expedition planned and executed as a single team. Thus, there is no expedition
leader per se at any time.
Socioeconomic Impact
We won’t be bringing in a whole lot of money into the area but we are trying to purchase
as much of the supplies as possible while in country. This will be a minimal contribution to local
economics but what we can do. Socially, we will be abiding by standards of the Nepali culture,
being respectful with our clothing and demeanor. This will specifically account for bringing along
actual trousers and respectable shirts on the expedition as well. The river guidebook specifically
talks about shorts being less than respectable in daily Nepalese culture. It also has several
other sections covering communication, cultural hints, bargaining, potential begging scenarios,
and general conservation tips.
Environmental Impact
The expedition will follow a strict LNT ethic and we will have the utmost respect for the
environments we are traveling through. This requires some research in order to understand how
to be LNT in the expedition area. A major concern in Nepal is fires. Deforestation is currently the
top major ecological problem. While the Himalayan tourist code says that you should not make
open fires, the guidebook authors disagree slightly with this as an absolute when camping on
beaches along the river. Driftwood swept down by the monsoon is often washed up on the river
banks and readily available. I believe the proper interpretation of this information is that fires are
permissible only when driftwood on the river banks is readily available for use and the fire is
kept small, near the river. Cooking should still be done with a stove. Both the Bheri and Seti

Karnali are world-class fishing rivers and in season when we go. The timelines for traveling on
the river should give us plenty of time at the end of the days to try some fishing. Using LNT
practices of course, we will try to fish for extra food at night.
In addition, we will also have an impact by flying across the globe. This topic can be
discussed and debated on its merits or evils philosophically nearly to no end but our opinion is
that in order to travel and explore other parts of the world such great distances away, this is
really the only viable option. Though not ideal, we don’t see any other option but are aware that
we are making an impact.

4. Risk Management
____________________________________________________________________________

Below is the expeditions risk management plan. All of our evaluations have been placed
on the probability-impact matrix below to help analyze the risks and make proper judgements.

Risks identified as “low” on the matrix are risks we ought to be aware of at all times but
dealing with them are completely within our own self-sufficient capabilities. As long as we are
prepared with our proper equipment and supplies, these should not threaten our health, lives, or
expedition success margins.
Risks identified as “medium” will be mitigated as much as appropriately possible.
Understanding when and where these risks arise and identifying those times and places on
expedition will help us take steps to mitigate the effects and even possibly avoid them.
Risks identified as “high” will need to be mitigated and avoidance will be the best course
of action if possible. Identifying when and where these risks arise and identifying those times
and places are absolutely necessary.

* See attached Google Sheet for formal Risk Assessment *
General Risk Management
A note on grading: All grading referenced in this document are from the third edition of White
Water Nepal. Each of those grades are set for “typical November flows” (Knowles and
Clarkson-King 90) and cfs/cms are denoted with what they are correlating to that difficulty.
●

Class 3 is defined as: “Most rapids will have irregular waves and hazards that need
avoiding. More difficult maneuvering will be required but routes are normally obvious.
Scouting from the shore is occasionally necessary to maintain line of sight (Knowles and
Clarkson-King 90).”

●

Class 4 is defined as: “Large rapids that require careful maneuvering. Dangerous
hazards. Scouting from the shore is often necessary and rescue is often difficult.
Kayakers should be able to roll before tackling these rapids. Turbulent water and large
irregular waves may flip rafts. In the event of a mishap, there is significant risk of loss
damage and/or injury (Knowles and Clarkson-King 90).”

●

“One of the problems of the International Classification is that the majority of white water
is class 3 and 4 and in fact there is a vast difference between an easy grade 4 and a
hard one. Hence the use of + and - grades to be more definitive (Knowles and
Clarkson-King 91)”.

General Whitewater Considerations:
If everything goes according to plan, we will have already run most of the harder rapids
of the trip when paddling on the Sun Kosi river, during Alex’s leg of the expedition. Nothing on
the Bheri river should be particularly daunting- it will be good, solid grade 3 paddling but nothing
questionable. The whitewater sections of the Bheri River range from 3 to 4 with an overall
grading in typical November flows (6,000 cfs or 170 cms) at 3+. The only committing sections
are the 3 gorges, however, all never have a grading above 3+.
The Seti Karnali, in normal November flows (130 cms / 4500 cfs) only has a few class
four rapids and two of them are the first sections, rated 4 and 4-. There are trails on either side
of both rapids, allowing easy portaging. We could also choose to put-in below them at Gopghat
leaving only one class 4+ rapid left. This is a singular rapid called, “les Assomoirs”, just below
the town Dipayal on the river. It can be portaged easily as well with good markers for take-out.

Paddling in a team with the ability to scout every gorge, we will be able to run the river
with good judgement. A map with approximate locations of the rapids and an explanation of
each will be carried as well. We will know roughly what to expect. On the Bheri river there is a
trail that runs along the river, allowing portage options and accessible evacuation route. The
Seti Karnali may be more remote at times but the critical rapids are all reasonably accessible
and as said previously, portage routes are obvious and easy to access. There is a French
hospital at Dipayal as well.
Aside from river-specific information, we will be using good whitewater practices of
scouting and running lines, setting safety if we need. We will both be carrying first aid kits, throw
bags, rescue vests, helmets, and wearing proper river footwear. We will also carry a spare
4-piece paddle in case we lose or break one while on the river.
Additionally, we will be carrying a Delorme unit tracking our progress through the legs of
the expedition. This will serve as a constant way to check in with SUNY Plattsburgh
Expeditionary Studies Department as well as S.O.S. for emergency response if necessary.
Lastly, we will be notifying local raft companies with our trip itinerary for each river to make our
presence on the river known.
General Medical Considerations:
●

Food:
○

As advised in the guidebook, we will be mainly eating “freshly-cooked, hot,
simple food- whether cooked in a smart restaurant, on a road side stall, or on
your camping stove” as well as avoiding reheated foods” (Knowles and
Clarkson-King 40).

○

Vegetables and fruits will be cooked or peeled. We will also be avoiding leafy
green vegetables that are difficult to wash and collect germs with large surface
areas (Knowles and Clarkson-King 41).

○

We will be very skeptical of all meat unless fresh and cooked well. The same
goes for dairy products with maybe the exception of plain yoghurt (Knowles and
Clarkson-King 41).

○

We will be attempting to fish on the Bheri and Seti Karnali rivers as they are
world class fishing venues. This will not be depended on calorically but they will
be a welcomed addition if successful (Knowles and Clarkson-King 255, 265).

●

Water:

○

Treat all water that is not from an unopened bottle. Chlorine Dioxide will be our
main treatment source and will have to be brought into the country- it is not
widely available in Nepal (Knowles and Clarkson-King 42).

●

Dental examination done prior to departure

●

Physical examination done prior to departure

●

Immunizations: Strongly Recommended

●

●

Hep A (Obtained 12 Feb 2012)

●

Typhoid (Obtained 05 Mar 2015)

●

Tetanus (Obtained 12 Aug 2010, good through 09 Aug 2020)

●

Polio (Obtained 17 Sep 2010)

●

Measles/Mumps/Rubella

Immunizations: Optional
●

Tuberculosis

●

Hep B (Obtained 17 Sep 2010)

●

Rabies

●

Meningitis

●

Diptheria

●

Cholera

●

Japanese B Encephalitis

**Hep A is a major concern and all team members will be getting that immunization.
Insurance
We will be insuring our traveling activities through World Nomads. We have been quotes $211
per person for the entire 6 weeks of travel involving specifically whitewater kayaking/rafting as
the primary activity.
The insurance covers the following:
●

$100,000 in Emergency Accident and Sickness Medical Expense

●

$750 in Emergency Dental Treatment

●

$500 Hospital Advancement

●

$500,000 in Emergency Evacuation and Repatriation

●

$10,000 in Trip Cancellation

●

$10,000 in Trip Interuption

●

$1,500 in Trip Delay

●

$3,000 in Baggage and Personal Effects

●

$10,000 in Accidental Death and Dismemberment

●

Unlimited One call 24-Hour Assistance Services

●

$25,000 in One call Non-medical emergency evacuation services

https://www2.worldnomads.com/afturnstile.aspx?startday=23&startmonth=10&startyear=2017&s
ubid=&destinationcountries=Nepal&country=USA&typeofpolicy=single&duration=6W#
Emergency Response Plan
**Note: This Emergency Response Plan was built in unison with Alex Lalonde**

In Nepal, there are no actual river rescue agencies. All emergency responses will be up
to us. As outlined in our Risk Management Plan above, we understand that there are many
events that could result in aborting our mission and redirecting all of our efforts to evacuation or
rescue. If we do use the SPOT Device, we will be initiating a message to the GEOS Rescue
Coordination Center. This is a costly action and we hope to avoid that unless the situation is
absolutely appropriate to do so (life-threatening injury, etc.). In the event that we must use it,
both Alex and I will be using our Global Rescue’s Trailhead Rescue Service insurance which,
through the American Alpine Club offers $7,500 of insurance to any activity beyond the
trailhead. Below is the formal Emergency Response Plan that follows our Risk Management
Plan:
Step 1: Identify the emergency
Step 2: Stabilize the situation
a. Self, group, casualty, equipment
Step 3: Administer proper first aid if necessary
b. Provide aid
c. Stabilize injury as much as possible
d. Keep a log for successive medical or rescue personnel
e. If injury requires self evacuation, go to Step 5. If the injury requires rescue, go to
Step 6.
Step 4: Equipment
a. If equipment can be fixed, do so, and continue with mission if possible.
b. If equipment cannot be fixed then attempt to self-evacuate, see step 5.
c. If equipment cannot be fixed and rescue is needed, see step 6.

Step 5: Self-Evacuation
a. Hit the help button on satellite device.
b. Depending on location, use maps to find route to nearest road or trail. Both the
Bheri and Seti Rivers have extensive adjacent trail systems.
c. Look out for commercial raft companies or other river traffic that can help.
d. Get to nearest town or village and find transport to nearest hospital or city that
has situational needs.
Step 6: Rescue
a. Contact Global Rescue via 1-617-459-4200 or more simply by hitting the SOS
button on satellite device.
b. Keep patient and keep injuries as stable as possible.
c. Make yourself visible.
d. Contact emergency contacts whenever possible.
In the event of a call out, Global Rescue will contact local search and rescue
organizations in Nepal and coordinate rescue efforts through them. This will most likely consist
of coalitions made up from mountain search and rescue teams and members from commercial
raft and kayak companies. There is no guarantee for how long the rescue would take as our
location and status will greatly affect this. Our guidebook says that due to the mountainous
nature of the roads in Nepal, organized rescues can often take days and that it is often faster to
walk out if possible. Because we are going to a foreign country with vague river rescue outlines,
we are factoring that in greatly to our risk management and decision making processes. Our
objectives have been chosen to limit the number of high-risk river situations that we will
encounter and thus avoid the need to rely on any coordinated rescue efforts.
Communication Protocols and Procedures
●

We will be communicating via SPOT Device check-ins twice each day. This will be one
check-in when leaving camp and one check-in when getting into camp.

●

One copy of our itineraries will be left with at least one of the local rafting companies
running trips during the times we will be on the rivers.

Emergency Contacts

International phone service will be purchased for the month as a precaution in case we need to
use cell phones, however, they are for emergencies only.
Kathmandu:
●

Police: 01-4223011, 100

●

Tourist Police: 01-4347041 (Bhrikuti) 01-4700750 (Thamel)

●

Ambulance Services: 01-4521048

Global Rescue
●

1-617-459-4200

Hospitals
**Note: “With the exception of the Gandaki Hospital in Pokhara, it is probably better to avoid the
other government hospitals (unless an emergency) (Knowles and Clarkson-King 283).
Kathmandu
●

●

●

CIWEC Travel Medical Center
○

24-Hrs

○

01-4424111 or 01-4435232

○

G.P.O. Box 12895 Kapurdhara Marg, Kathmandu 44600, Nepal

Nepal International Clinic
○

01-4435357, 014434642

○

Lal Durbar Marg, Kathmandu 44600, Nepal

Patan Hospital
○

+977 1-5522295

○

Lagankhel Satdobato Rd, Patan 44700, Nepal

Pokhara
●

Gandaki Hospital (Medical College)
○

+977 61-538595

○

Nayabazar Rd., Pokhara 3700, Nepal

Risk Assements
Note for Mitigations: All team members are Wilderness First Responders (SOLO Wilderness Medicine) and CPR certified (SOLO Wilderness Medicine)
Minor Injuries and Illnesses

Small Cuts or Abrasions

Light Sprains and Strains

Probability

Very Likely

Unlikely-Moderate

Impact

Trivial

Moderate

Risk Level

Medium

First Aid Kits (see appendix E), dealing with promtly to
avoid infection or viruses. All open wounds covered and
cleaned immediately. All members WFR certified

Medium

First Aid Kits (see appendix E), anti-infammatory
medication, splint materials. Depending on severity could
make portages longer/painful.
Hydration, particular food avoidence, purifying water
throroughly. We will carry hydration salts as well (see
appendix E) but it is important to avoid any meat that is
not fresh and all water that is not bottled and sealed
should be purified.

Diarrhea, food poisoning

Likely

Minor

Medium

Major Injuries and Illnesses

Probability

Impact

Risk Level

Sever Cuts

Broken Bones

Drowning

Major Illness

Unlikely

Unlikely

Rare

Rare

Major

Major

Extreme

Extreme

Mitigations

Other Notes

Mitigations

Other Notes

Medium

Awareness of ability level and hazards in river and in
environment in general. There is inherent risk when river
running but scouting and making good decisions on the
river mitigates the chances. We will be carrying medical
supplies to deal with such (see appendix E)

If this occurs, depending on
severity, this could require an
evacuation. See Emergency
Response Plan.

Medium

Awareness of ability level and hazards in river and in
environment in general. There is inherent risk when river
running but scouting and making good decisions on the
river mitigates the chances. We will be carrying medical
supplies to deal with such (see appendix E)

If this occurs, depending on
severity, this could require an
evacuation. See Emergency
Response Plan.

Medium

Awareness of ability level and hazards in river and in
environment in general. There is inherent risk when river
running but scouting and making good decisions on the
river mitigates the chances. Also, bringing the field manual
with major rapids that are hazards listed and knowing
where and when we will encounter them is key. Portage if
not safe. Major holes and swirling headwall rapids are of
the most importance to be aware of.

If this occurs, all members are
CPR trained and certified to aid in
the situation. This could also
require evacuation, see
Emergency Response Plan.

Medium

Appropriate vaccinations before going OCONUS. List of
major illnesses to be aware of in Nepal listed by CDC and
having relevant information in field manual. **Special note
for Malaria- we will be wearing covering clothing and using
bug nets at night with the shelter.

This situation could require
evacuation, depending on
severity. See Emergency
Response Plan

Being in a good state of mental and physical condition and
constantly re-evalutating our environment and risk
assessments while on expedition is our best tool here.
Accidents happen all the time whether on a wilderness
expedition or just leaving your house to go grocery
shopping. It is of the utmost importance that we are aware This situation would absolutely
of all of the hazards around us and constantly making
require evacuation. See
assessments in good mental and psychological health.
Emergency Response Plan.

Death

Rare

Extreme

Medium

Natural Disasters

Probability

Impact

Risk Level

Mitigations

Other Notes

Earthquake

Unlikely

Extreme

Medium

Being aware of all earthquake warnings over the year
leading up to our expedition and more importantly also
while in-country. First-Aid Kits must be able to deal with
possible risks (listed above) that could be caused
secondarily from the earthquake. I have also picked rivers
in Western Nepal, which were, in general, less affected by
the recent earthquakes in Nepal.

This situation could require
evacuation, depending on
severity. See Emergency
Response Plan. This situation
could also require the avoidence
of travelling to Nepal if major
warnings were going on.
This situation may require
evacuation, see Emergency
Response Plan.

Glacial Lake Outburst Flood

Unlikely

Extreme

Medium

Being aware of monsoon precipitation levels and also
becoming informed of current and trending water levels
from other raft/kayak persons when in-country.

Altitude Sickness

Very Unlikely

Moderate-Extreme

Medium

We will not be traveling over 12,000 feet in elevation,
making any major altitude problems highly unlikely.

Boat-Based Risks

Probability

Impact

Risk Level

River Hazards (Holes,
Strainers/Sieves, Undercuts,
Rocks, etc.)

Very Likely

Moderate-Major

Mitigations

Other Notes

Medium to High

Avoidence- this will be accomplished by the following
precautions: We will be scouting every major rapid,
making group decisions and ensuring that we are in good
physical and mental conditions for decision making. Prior
to leaving for the trip we will be more than physically and
technically prepared to paddle water of this grade and
type.

Proper safety equipment:
Helmets, rescue vests, throw
bags, pin kits. Technical skills
such as rolling and on-river
rescues will be up to par and riverrunning skills will mitigate the
need to use those skills further.

If unrepairable, this could lead to
walking out. See Emergency
Response Plan

Damaged Boat

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Packraft-specific repair kits. One kit comes with each
packraft, from Alpacka Raft. We have also done good
research on using other materials to make field repairs as
well and will buffen our kit using those materials as well.
See appendix E.

Lost/Broken Paddle

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Spare 4-piece paddle. Repair Kit with some paddle fixing
supplies (see appendix E)
The Sun Kosi portion (Alex's
senior expedition) differs from the
We will be aware of any other parties on the river and use Bheri and Seti-Karnali for this
proper etiquette if they are around.
assessment

Other River Traffic

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Land-Based Risks

Probability

Impact

Risk Level

Animal Encounters

Stolen Equipment

Transportation Risks

Rare

Unlikely

Moderate

Minor-Major

Major

Major

Mitigations

Other Notes

Medium

Consider Rabies vaccination. Use LNT-style practices for
mitigating encounters with animals. Avoid dogs and clean
and cover all open wounds ASAP. Carry info for rabies
treatment.

In its highest severity, this could
require evactuation, see
emergency response plan.

Medium

Never leaving gear unattended. Packrafts will allow us to
carry our boats and paddles in rucksacks on our backs
while in towns and shopping for supplies. This is a major
logistical advantage.

Medium

Roads in Nepal come in all shapes and conditions. When
possible, we will pick buses for major crossings of the
country that use the highway in the southern part of the
country. Inspect vehicles before departing and when there
are multiple options, picking the one that seems the
safest.
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6. Appendix A: Expedition Field Manual
____________________________________________________________________________
This document is to be printed, laminated and brought along as an informational source
and kept on our person at all times along with appropriate maps and printed and laminated
copies of the guidebook selections for the rivers we are paddling.
Itinerary
Day 1: Kathmandu, arrive, orient ourselves, locate supplies/etc.
Day 2: Sort out travel info/supplies cont’d
Day 3-5: Warm up on rivers (poss. Seti or Trisuli, etc.)
Day 6: Travel back to Kathmandu, resupply specific for Sun Kosi
Day 7: Travel to Khadichaur (Sun Kosi put-in)
Day 7-14: Running Sun Kosi River
Day 15: Travel to Chitwan National Park
Day 16: Chitwan National Park
Day 17: Travel to Pokhara, resupply for 5 days of river travel on Bheri River
Day 18: Travel to Devisthal, Bheri River put-in
Day 19-23: Paddle Bheri river to Chisapani/Bardiya National Park
Day 19: Put-In at Devisthal, run Gorge One (3+), camp at Pabitra Bazaar
Day 20: Run Gorge 2 (3+), camp at Ramghat (just after Surkhet Road Bridge)
Day 21: Run Gorge 3 (3+), camp at Ranighat
●

5km into run, a couple 4- graded rapid and 1 that “might be a class 4” (267).

Day 22: Run Gorge 4 (3+), camp at Jamu (long suspension bridge)
Day 23: Last rapid into the Karnali confluence, down the gorge (2) into Chisapani
Day 24: Resupply at Chisapani, transport up to Gopghat or Deura, Seti-Karnali put-ins
●

Note: Transport to Deura is preferable- “from Deura the river is mainly 3+ with the occasional class 4 drop
(257)”. We would love to paddle this section, however, there is one rapid worth worrying about- “The Funnel”.
This nasty rapid is rated at 4+ and is particularly warned as, “a nasty rapid just after the suspension bridge and
before Saili Gad...feeds you into an undercut centre” (257). From here it is 3-4 to Gopghat.

●

We have the option to look at a lof of these from the trail beside the river and can run things we want and
portage those we don’t. Ultimately we could also follow the trail down to Gopghat to just start from there if we
wanted.

Day 25-29: Running Seti-Karnali River to Chisapani
Day 25: Deura rapids, either paddle or walk, camp at Gopghat.
Day 26: Paddle from Gopghat to Dipayal. Get out, scout “Les Assomoirs” (4+) rapid and either paddle or walk. It is right
below the road bridge so very easy to take out prior. Paddle the rest of the section (3+) down to Budhi Ganga / Gandi Gad
and camp.
Day 27: Paddle section (3) down to confluence with Karnali River. Camp just below that.
Day 28: Paddle down to confluence with Todal Ghat, set up camp.
Day 29: Todal Ghat to Chisapani
Day 30: Travel to Bardiya National Park, safari
Day 31: Travel back to Kathmandu
Day 32-40 : Sightseeing/trekking around Kathmandu

Emergency Response Plan
Step 1: Identify the emergency
Step 2: Stabilize the situation
a.

Self, group, casualty, equipment

Step 3: Administer proper first aid if necessary
b.

Provide aid

c.

Stabilize injury as much as possible

d.

Keep a log for successive medical or rescue personnel

e.

If injury requires self evacuation, go to Step 5. If the injury requires rescue, go to Step 6.

Step 4: Equipment
a.

If equipment can be fixed, do so, and continue with mission if possible.

b.

If equipment cannot be fixed then attempt to self-evacuate, see step 5.

c.

If equipment cannot be fixed and rescue is needed, see step 6.

Step 5: Self-Evacuation
a.

Hit the help button on satellite device.

b.

Depending on location, use maps to find route to nearest road or trail. Both the Bheri and Seti Rivers have
extensive adjacent trail systems.

c.

Look out for commercial raft companies or other river traffic that can help.

d.

Get to nearest town or village and find transport to nearest hospital or city that has situational needs.

Step 6: Rescue
a.

Contact Global Rescue via 1-617-459-4200 or more simply by hitting the SOS button on satellite device.

b.

Keep patient and keep injuries as stable as possible.

c.

Make yourself visible.

d.

Contact emergency contacts whenever possible.

Communication Protocols and Procedures
●

We will be communicating via SPOT Device check-ins twice each day. This will be one check-in when leaving camp and
one check-in when getting into camp.

●

One copy of our itineraries will be left with at least one of the local rafting companies running trips during the times we will
be on the rivers.

Emergency Contacts
Kathmandu:
●

Police: 01-4223011, 100

●

Tourist Police: 01-4347041 (Bhrikuti) 01-4700750 (Thamel)

●

Ambulance Services: 01-4521048

Global Rescue
●

1-617-459-4200

Hospitals
**Note: “With the exception of the Gandaki Hospital in Pokhara, it is probably better to avoid the other government hospitals (unless
an emergency) (283).
Kathmandu
●

CIWEC Travel Medical Center
○

24-Hrs

○

01-4424111 or 01-4435232

○
●

●

G.P.O. Box 12895 Kapurdhara Marg, Kathmandu 44600, Nepal

Nepal International Clinic
○

01-4435357, 014434642

○

Lal Durbar Marg, Kathmandu 44600, Nepal

Patan Hospital
○

+977 1-5522295

○

Lagankhel Satdobato Rd, Patan 44700, Nepal

Pokhara
●

Gandaki Hospital (Medical College)
○

+977 61-538595

○

Nayabazar Rd., Pokhara 3700, Nepal

7. Appendix B: Related Maps and Documents
____________________________________________________________________________
Maps
Seti-Karnali
● H.M.G. Main Trail Map, Far Western Region, one sheet, 1:250,000
● Page 254 in White Water Nepal, 3rd ed. By Peter Knowles and Darren Clarkson-King
● PAHAR Topographic Maps, http://pahar.in/nepal-topo-maps/
Topos, Ordered From Put-In to Take-Out:
○ 2882 07A Jibu
○ 2882 06B Musikot Khalanga
○ 2882 06A Karnali Chisapani
○ 2882 05B Jajarkot Khalanga
○ 2882 05D Swikot
○ 2882 05C Salli Bajar
○ 2882 05A Karkigau
○ 2882 05C Salli Bajar
○ 2882 09A Kubhinde Daha
○ 2881 12B Botechaur
○ 2881 12A Mehelkuna
○ 2881 11B Chhinchu
○ 2881 07D Birendranagar East
○ 2881 07C Birendranagar West
○ 2881 06D Telpani
○ 2881 06B Taranga
○ 2881 02C Gutu
○ 2881 06A Karnali Chisapani
Bheri
● Blue Central Service Maps, Surkhet and Jajarkot Districts, 1:125,000
● PAHAR Topographic Maps, http://pahar.in/nepal-topo-maps/
Topos, Ordered From Put-In to Take-Out:
○ 2981 05 Chainpur (Bajhan, 1:50,000)
○ 2980 09A Kholi
○ 2980 12B Deura
○ 2980 12C Banedungrisain -- Gopghat, Dhungad
○ 2980 12D Dipayal Silgadhi
○ 2980 16B Rajpur
○ 2981 13A Pkhari Devisthan
○ 2881 01A Lagam (2880 04B Khimadi)
○ 2881 01C Bola

○
○
○

2881 01D Solta
2881 02C Gutu
2881 06A Karnali Chisapani

Related Documents
River Descriptions
Seti-Karnali
● Pages 254-257 in White Water Nepal, 3rd ed. By Peter Knowles and Darren
Clarkson-King
Bheri
● Pages 264-268 in in White Water Nepal, 3rd ed. By Peter Knowles and Darren
Clarkson-King

Extra Information on Nepal
●

Britannica PDF, Nepal Summary,
https://media1.britannica.com/eb-media/65/77865-004-649AF821.pdf

8. Appendix C: Budget Spreadsheet
River Kit
Alpacka Raft

Cost (Est. USD)

Need By Date

$1,800

1/1/2017

Notes
Imperative early and costly purchase, need to practice with it

Paddle

$150

ASARP

We will purchase Werner Sherpas if we can get a discount- if not, we will look
at used Lendal 4-piece paddles or the Aqua Bound Shred Carbon, which on
prodeal is about $120 for 4-piece

Helmet

$100

1/1/2017

Ordered, Gath Gedi

PFD

$0

N/A

Boardshorts

$35

5/30/2017

-

Dry Top

$150

5/30/2017

-

Footwear

$100

5/30/2017

Breathable, closed toe, dry quickly, decent traction. Trail runner probable

Paddle Shirt

$0

N/A

Synthetic shirt

Sunglasses

$0

N/A

-

Hat/Visor

$0

N/A

-

Subtotal:
Group Kit- River Safety
First Aid / Supplies
Pin Kit
Throw Bag
Extra Paddle
Subtotal
Sleeping Kit and Additional Clothing

Kokatat Maximus Prime Rescue Vest

$2,335
Cost (Est. USD)

Need By Date

Notes

$100

5/30/2017

One (small vacuum sealed) in pfd, one (bigger, more comprehensive) in boat,
readily accessible

$75

5/30/2017

Sling tapes, carabiners, prusiks, etc.

$50

5/30/2017

$120

5/30/2017

Either a used Lendal 4-piece or an Aqua Bound Shred Carbon or Shred Hybrid

$345
Cost (Est. USD)

Need By Date

Notes

Sleeping Bags

$120

5/30/2017

Pro Deal Price, MSR Corus HD quilt

Tarp

$100

5/30/2017

MSR Pro Deal price, Thru-Hiker 70

Bug Net Housing

$100

5/30/2017

MSR Pro Deal price, Mesh House 2

Night/Travel Shirt

$0

N/A

Synthetic Shirt, Long sleeve

Night/Travel Trousers

$0

N/A

OR Ferossi Pants

Socks

$0

N/A

Midweight Merino Wool

Puffy Jacket

$0

N/A

Patagonia Nano Puff Hoody

Lightweight Beanie

$0

N/A

Fleece Beanie

Windshirt

$0
Subtotal

Cooking/Water

N/A

OR Ferossi Hoody

$320
Cost (Est. USD)

Need By Date

Pot

$35

N/A

MSR Trail Lite Duo System, pro deal price

Stove

$0

N/A

MSR Whisperlite International

Spoons

$0

N/A

Bringing 2/person

Cups

$0

N/A

Come with pot system

Bowl

$0

N/A

Come with pot system
4 Liters per person per day x 40 days =160 liters of water. Each set of 1oz.
Aquamira drops purifies 30 US gallons or 113 Liters. Thus, we will bring 21oz. bottles each.

Chlorine Dioxide

$30

N/A

MSR Fuel Bottles

$0

N/A

Subtotal

Packing

$130
Subtotal:

Other Accessories

$65

Cost (Est. USD)

Packrafting Pack

Notes

Need By Date

March 2017

Notes
I was able to get packrafting kit, ww gear and 7 days of food in my GoLite 70,
75 Liters would be better though and sturdier straps for paddles/pfd/helmet.
Looking at Hyperlite Porter 4400 if we can get a discount, Black Diamond
Mission 75 without the frame if not

$130
Cost (Est. USD)

Need By Date

Notes

Headlamp

$0

N/A

Black Diamond Storm

Toothbrush, toothpaste

$0

N/A

-

Maps

$0

N/A

Printed in Plattsburgh

Compass

$0

N/A

Generic outdoor compass

Emergency Fire Starting Kit

$0

N/A

Lighter, Vasaline Covered cotton balls

"Field Manual"

$0

N/A

Printed, waterproofed

Map case

$0

N/A

Ortlieb Waterproof case (from prev. exped)

POV Camera

$0

N/A

GoPro Hero4

Extra Camera Batteries

$0

N/A

3 GoPro Batteries

Pencil and Journal

$0

N/A

Basic, stored in WP bag

Boat and Gear Repair Kit

$0

N/A

Made from current gear repair kit and Alpacka repair kit that comes with boat

Subtotal:
Extended Traveling/Expedition Kit

$0
Cost (Est. USD)

Need By Date

Duffel Bag 100L+

$0

N/A

Ortlieb 110 Duffel

Rain Shell

$0

N/A

N/A

Extra Clothing

$0

N/A

For general travel

Microfiber Towel

$0

N/A

Toiletries

$0

N/A

SONY A5000

$350

August 2017

$0

August 2017

$350

August 2017

Extra Batteries x 2

$80

August 2017

SD Cards x 2

$60

August 2017

SONY 16-50mm f/3.5-5.6 OSS
SONY E 55-210mm f4.5-6.3 OSS

Subtotal:

Notes

$840

Logistic Costs

Cost (Est. USD)

Need By Date

Flight to Nepal

$1,000

N/A

Hopefully can get for cheaper

$150

N/A

Estimated, should be cheaper

Bag Storage Fees (while on exped)
Permits

Notes

$0

N/A

No permits needed for route yet

Visas

$100

N/A

90-day Tourist Permit for Nepal

Money for in-country travel

$600

N/A

$15 per day times 40.

Travel Insurance

$214

N/A

Subtotal:

$2,064

Total Estimated Costs:

$6,099

9. Appendix D: Gearlist
Action Suit and Accessories

Item

Notes

Checklist

Baselayer Top, Longsleeve

Capilene 2 LS Top

Active baselayer, worn under drytop

Y

Baselayer Bottoms, Underwear

ExOfficio Boxer Briefs

Worn with Pants

Y

Synthetic Pants

OR Ferossi Pants

Pants needed for cultural courtesies and at camp

Y

Shoes

Undecided

Paddle and trek in

N

Hat

Generic Hat

Sun protection, etc.

Y

On-River Specific Items

Item

Notes

Checklist

Drytop

Undecided

Depends on possible discounts

N

Boardshorts

Undecided

Helmet

Gath Gedi

Lightweight, great protection

N

PFD

Kokatat Maximus Prime

Rescue Harness

Y

Paddle

Werner Sherpa or Aqua Bound Shred Carbon

N

Boat

Alpackackalypse

Packraft-specific spray deck included here

N

Vacuum Sealed

N

PFD First Aid Kit

N

Throw Bag

Undecided

N

Extra Paddle

Aquabound Shred Carbon or Shred Hybrid

Pin Kit

Undecided

Knife

EMT Shears

Other Clothing Items

Item

Notes

Checklist

Warm Hat

Fleece Beanie

Generic

Y

Spare Shirt, SS

Synthetic, SS

Generic, simple

Y

Socks

Midweight Merino Wool

Y

Puffy Layer

Patagonia Nano Puff Hoody

Y

Midlayer

OR Ferossi Hoody or R1 Fleece

Y

Shelter, Sleeping, Packing

Item

Notes

Checklist

Sleeping Bag

MSR Corus HD Quilt

Hydrophobic down quilt, ~30 Deg. Rating

N

Shelter

MSR Thru Hiker 70 and Mesh House 2

N

Sleeping Pad

Thermarest Pad

Y

Prussiks, sling tapes, carabiners

N
Y

Pack

Black Diamond Mission 75

Frame removed

N

Cooking and Water

Item

Notes

Checklist

Water Botlles

Platypus 1L x 2

Packable and light

Pot

MSR Trail Lite Duo

Integrated System, lightweight, inexpensive

N

Bowl

MSR Trail Lite Duo

*Could switch to different system if 3rd member

N

Cup

MSR Trail Lite Duo

Spoon

Generic plastic

Bring two each

Y

Stove

MSR Whisperlite International

Multiple fuel options, efficient

Y

Lighter

Generic

In-country purchase

Fuel Bottles

MSR Bottles

Two, might have to purchase in-country

Y

Chlorine Dioxide

Two- 1oz. bottle sets per person

Cheap, more than enough

N

Other Accessories

Item

Notes

Headlamp

Black Diamond Storm

Waterproof

Toothbrush, toothpaste

Generic

Y

Maps

Printed

Y

Compass

Generic

Y

Emergency Fire Starting Kit

Cotton balls, vasaline, lighter

Y

"Field Manual"

Printed in Plattsburgh

N

Map case

Ortlieb Case

Y

POV Camera

GoPro Hero4

Y

Extra Camera Batteries

3 Extra Batteries

Y

Extra SD Card

32 GB

Pencil and Journal

Generic

N

Crucial for unlimited video and picture taking
Y

Boat and Gear Repair Kit
Small knife

Y

Y
Small Leatherman

Y

Spot Device

Y

Solar Panel

Goal Zero Nomad

For recharging cameras on flat water sections
and in camp

Y

Camera

SONY A5000/6000 or OMD-type

Looking at 3/4 Mirrorless

N

Camera Lens 1

Sony 16-50mm f/3.5-5.6 OSS

Stock Lens

N

Camera Lens 2

Sony E 55-210mm F4.5-6.3 OSS

For zoom and such

N

Extra Batteries

SONY x 2

N

SD Cards

32 GB x 2

N

